Why does Jon live in Saigon?
A: To operate a physically located business in the area.
B: Lives a lifestyle that is more optimized than his own country.
C: To get access to low-cost labour.
D: A and B together.
E: B and C together.

**Question 49**

_The investigator made an abstruse inquiry._

The word **abstruse** in the above sentence means:
A: demanding  
B: enormous  
C: obscure  
D: clever  
E: flagrant

**Question 50**

Please read the following sentence.

_When John opened the door, he was expecting to receive good news…_

If we change the start of the sentence to:

_John was expecting to receive good news…_

What will the ending be?
A: when he opened the door.
B: while opening the door.
C: after she opened the door.
D: when the door was opened.
E: None of these.

**END OF PRACTICE EXAM**